
Speed has always been one of the 
. ,,. selling points for aircraft. A fair 

-·..:estion would then be, "How does 
::.::e performance of a canard air
.::-aft compare to a similar conven
- onal aircraft?" There have been 
~aite a few records set by canard 
aircraft, which is a good indication 
-_;__at they can do very well. AIAA 
:-::.per 84-2507, "Design and Anal
. sis of Optimally-Loaded Lifting 
.:-stems," by Ilan Kroo is a theoreti
:11 look at the big debate, and its 
:onclusion gives the performance 
: 

4 ge to a conventionally config
.:red aircraft. Figure 5 provides a 
::arasite-drag-area comparison of 
_e,eral high-performance canard 
:L1d conventional homebuilt air
:raft designs. The data came from 
:::>avid Lednicer and various CAFE 
=oundation flight tests. It has been 
::.dj usted to remove the estimated 
...:i.nding-gear drag area in order to 
;,:ovide a fair comparison. If we 
:ake the drag area for a particular 
.::esign and divide the value by its 
,::Xposed surface (wetted) area, we 
get its wetted drag coefficient. This 
:oefficient is an overall indication 
or how clean a design is. Looking 
::.t Figure 5, we can see that the 
:anard aircraft have a wetted drag 
oefficient around 0.0050 (SO "drag 

counts" in aerodynamic speak). 
:his drag area is comparable to that 

f the T-18 and Glasair, but higher 
:han a few of the other high-per
:ormance aircraft. The higher value 
_s likely due to the higher drag of 
:he canard airfoils used and the 
:elatively blunt after-body on the 
• -ariEze and Long-EZ. 

Depending on the designer's goals, 
.: is likely that the canard configura-_ 
jon will continue to be used on some 
::ature designs. As Rutan stated, "The 
designers' database for these types of 
designs is extremely limited, and the 
:mportance of understanding their 
'1erodynamics is great." ii;,) 

.:in EAA member since 1981, Neal 
'.\.Wford learned to fly in an ultra
:ight in 1982 and received his pilot 
:ertificate in 1987. He has done 
Jesign work on a variety of aircraft at 
Cessna, from the 172 to the Citation 
Y. In recent years he has been heav
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·1is spare time he is finishing a Thorp 
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